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SUNY Student Assembly Monthly Report
A. What communications have you had this month both internal and
external?
● Communicate with my committee on a regular basis. A few phone
calls with Rey, Marc, Conner Wolfe, Alex George and some other
directors. Phone call with Mary Ellen the Director of Sustainability
of SUNY Albany and Chair of NYCSHE. Emailed my contemporary in
the California System (she has not responded). Minimal
communication with students at SUNY Purchase.
B. What has your committee achieved?
● Identifying the topics in which we are focusing on, breaking up into
working groups, organization of the committee, development of a
team drive for committee.
C. What are your goals going into the next meeting?
● Finalizing the working groups and have a lead identified for each
working group and begin to work on each identified area.

D. What meetings have you attended this month? How many meetings
have you had?
● I have had three committee meetings in total, and two in July. I
have been at all of them. Have also attended the EC meeting a
couple weeks ago.
E. How is your meeting attendance?
● Typically have about 75% of members in attendance (9-8 out of 14
members). Usually they inform me ahead of time if they are unable
to attend, and some are abroad and away for the summer.
F. How is the upkeep of your Facebook page? What posts have been
successful? Has there been any meaningful discussion?
● Unsure what this is referring too, are individual committees allowed
to have a Facebook page?
G. What have you achieved so far as a Chair/Director? How does this
align with your POA?
● I feel that we have not achieved as much as I would have liked, but
have successful structured and organized the committee, set our
priorities and have developed relationships and opportunities to
collaborate with other committees, universities, and external
organizations.
H. Additional comments:
● After August 8th, I have a couple weeks prior to the semester where
I am not working and plan to set aside time to focus on fully
developing all plans of actions for each working group and prepare
for the semester.

